
Care and maintenance for Unitron Lithium-ion 
rechargeable hearing aids 
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery is the most popular rechargeable battery technology used in rechargeable consumer 
electronics. Li-ion is a low-maintenance battery with a high battery capacity.

Follow these best practices to ensure the best, longest performance from Lithium-ion rechargeable 
hearing aids every day, all day.

Helpful tips
• Before using your hearing aids for the first time, it is recommended to charge them for 3 hours.

• Charge hearing aids daily, preferably overnight, before wearing them.

•  If taking out the hearing aids during the day it is best to charge them, otherwise turn them off manually. Do not 
place the hearing aids in the charger if the charger is unplugged, as this will drain the batteries.

• The charging base cannot overcharge the hearing aids.

•  Charging base plugs into the USB wall adapter and then into a power outlet. There is no power switch; charger 
base is automatically turned on once plugged in.

•  Two long beeps indicate the hearing aid battery is low. You have approximately 60 minutes before you have to 
charge the hearing aids (this can vary depending on the hearing aid settings).

• When hearing aids are correctly placed into the charger, the indicator lights will begin to blink.

•  When cleaning your charger, use a dry, soft tissue and/or brush to remove debris and clean the contacts of the 
charger and contacts on the hearing aids. Do not sterilise or disinfect the charger nor clean with rubbing alcohol 
or any other liquid.

• Remove hearing aids from ears when applying hairspray, cosmetics, etc., as products can impair hearing aids.

How many hours per day can Li-ion hearing aids provide on a single charge? 
•  This depends on a number of factors. However, testing indicates 16 hours as the average daily wearing time. The 

following applications have been used for this calculation:

 - 8 hours wear time with binaural technology
 - 4 hours Bluetooth streaming including both calling and media streaming
 - 4 hours of TV usage with TV Connector

• If the streaming functionality is not being used, the battery will last up to 24 hours on a single charge.

• The battery has been engineered to last the lifetime of the hearing aids in the majority of cases.

For additional information, please refer to the following:
• Your device user guide: provided with your devices upon purchase

• Unitron’s Remote Plus app: for helpful videos in the videos menu

• Unitron Australia website: unitron.com/au – for helpful information and videos

• Your friendly clinician: who can provide you with further comprehensive information



1. Connecting the power supply
a) Plug the larger end of the charging cable into the power supply. 

b) Plug the smaller end into the micro-USB port on the charger. 

c) Plug the power supply into a power outlet. 

d) The indicator light is green when the charger is connected to the power supply.

2. Insert the hearing aids
Insert the hearing aids into the charging slots. Make sure the  
left and right hearing aid markings match the  
left (blue) / right (red) indicators next to the charging slots. 

The hearing aids will automatically switch off when inserted into the charger.

3. Watch the indicator lights
The indicator light will slowly blink until the hearing aids are fully charged. 

When fully charged the indicator light will be solid green.

The charging process will automatically stop when the batteries are  
fully charged, so the hearing aids can be safely left in the charger.  
It can take up to 3 hours to charge the hearing aids. 

The charger cover can be closed while charging.

4. Remove the hearing aids from the charger
Remove the hearing aids from the charging slots to turn them on.

     

Indicator Light Percentage charged Charging times
0-10%
11-80% 30 min (30%)

60 min (50%)
90 min (80%)

81-99%
100% 3 hr


